With freedom comes responsibility, a responsibility that can only be met by the individual.
Fundamental Axis mundi theorem
Hidden rules for learning
Freedom and Responsibility

A fundamental non balance!
Everybody in the class shall
Be of the same age
Do the same thing independently of level and talent
Use the same learning tool, regardless of context
Follow the same curriculum
Be judged in the same way
Give the same, and important, the right answer to questions asked
Be quiet ad sit still (unless they are adressed)
Concentrate (i particular on what the teacher says)
Can ESD create motivation
Not knowing is bad. Not wanting to know is worse.
-African proverb

Humans have an innate desire to learn.
Jerome Bruner
How to create inner motivation?
Jerome Bruner: Humans have an innate desire to learn

Curiosity -
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Curiosity - Control - Mutality
Inner motivation?

E S D
Holistic approaches
We need to be more practical!
Julia Heiss

We need to know where we are!
Charles Hopkins
Right and wrong

Fiction or real?
You are imitated!
Mirrored leadership
Who feels proud?
Swap, important?
Owners of the process
La democracia
es
Participación
Trabajar Juntos
Pueblo Unido
Leading processes
Four levels of contact
Building relations

Human
Social
Third part
Abstract
Allowing climate

10 60 30
Leader
Place – context – plan - asess

Learner
Present

effective, feeling well - creative
Leading ESD is to have/take control of what?
Accounting pieces
Leading from wholiness
Emerging learning bubbles
Generating whole picture

Holistic reflection
Knowledge is always evolving from experiences. Everything else is just information.

A. Einstein